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Maintenance Notice

MN-96-001

GENISYS EXECUTIVE REVISION  # 17

This notice describes the changes made to the
GENISYS Executive Software in Revision # 17.

REASON FOR REVISION

During testing of the GENISYS Executive
Software, a problem was noticed in the
communications between a MASTER unit and a
SLAVE unit with a toggling indication. These two
units became locked into an indefinite series of
communications stopping the MASTER station
from moving on to the next SLAVE station. It was
determined that this was a result of a problem in
the programming of the MASTER port protocol.

BACKGROUND

When a MASTER station sends a poll to a
SLAVE station, the SLAVE will respond with an
$F2 if there are indication changes to report, or
an $F1 if there are no indication changes to
report. If the SLAVE responds with an $F2
message, indicating that there have been
changes, the MASTER responds with an $FA
message to acknowledge the changes. The $FA
acknowledge from the MASTER also acts as a
poll to the SLAVE requesting the SLAVE to send
any additional changes.

A problem occurs when a SLAVE unit has an
indication to send to the MASTER that is
oscillating at such a rate that by the time the
SLAVE has sent an $F2 message and the
MASTER has responded with an $FA, the
indication has changed again causing the
SLAVE to send another $F2 and the MASTER to
respond with another $FA. If the indication has
changed again by the time the SLAVE has
processed the $FA message, another $F2
message is sent. This sequence will continue as
long as the SLAVE has a changed indication to
report. This sequence could continue indefinitely.
While this sequence is continuing, the MASTER
cannot send any controls or retrieve indications
from other SLAVE stations.

The original intent for having the $FA act as a
poll was to allow the SLAVE to report an
indication bit that had been latched high, but had
in fact returned low. The first $F2 message will
contain the high indication. The $FA  causes the
indication to be unlatched. The fact that the $FA
is also a poll allows the SLAVE to send a second
$F2 message with the indication in its true low
state. For this reason, the functioning of the
SLAVE protocol will not be changed and the $FA
will still act as a poll.

MODIFICATIONS

The MASTER protocol handling was modified so
that the original intent of the $F2-$FA-$F2-$FA
sequence was preserved, but the indefinite
sequence was terminated. This change was
made by counting the number of consecutive
$FA messages sent by the MASTER unit. When
the MASTER determines that an $FA message
is to be sent to a SLAVE unit, it first checks the
status of the new counter. If the MASTER has
already sent two $FA messages to this SLAVE
on this polling cycle, the sequence will be
terminated and the MASTER will go on to the
next station in the polling cycle. The SLAVE,
which was not able to unlatch the changed
indications, will respond with an $F2 on the next
polling cycle. If the indication is still toggling, the
$F2-$FA sequence will again continue until the
MASTER has sent two $FA messages. This
condition will cause the MASTER to spend
additional time with this SLAVE on each polling
cycle, but will not cause out-going controls or
indications from other SLAVEs to be ignored.

This revision is recommended for all MASTER
stations where this problem could likely occur.
Slave Units and stand alone units will not require
this revision. To obtain the updated  version of
the GENISYS Executive Software call your
US&S sales representative or call 1-800-652-
7276.

For additional information about GENISYS software contact your US&S sales representative.


